Concept Word

trades

Word count: 31

Note: The total word count includes words in the running text and headings only. Numerals and words in chapter titles, captions, labels, diagrams, charts, graphs, sidebars, and extra features are not included.
Jose has a mitt.
He trades it for a bat.
Jim has a paint set. He trades it for a book.
Matt has a kite.
He trades it for a rocket.
Rose has a soccer ball. She trades it for a football.
Patty has a boat.
She trades it for a raft.
Pam has a puppy.
She will not trade it!
1. Why do you think the children in the story trade with one another?

2. Do you think everyone in the story made a fair trade? Why or why not?

3. What is one thing you own that you would not trade for anything?
Suggested levels for Guided Reading, DRA™, Lexile®, and Reading Recovery™ are provided in the Pearson Scott Foresman Leveling Guide.